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Indian Climate QUESTIONS

1)Mansoon starts retreating from Punjab plains by:

A

>Mid-July
>Mid-September
>Mid-October
>December

S

Answer:
>Mid-July

A

2)The Western disturbance which bring rainfall to the north west region of India
occur during:

H

>Cold weather season
>Hot weather season
>South West Monsoon
>Retreating monsoon season

U

Answer:
>Cold weather season

Q

3)Which of the following regions has highest variability of rainfall:
>Gujrat
>Kerala coast
>West Bengal
>Eastern Uttar Pradesh
Answer:
>Eastern Uttar Pradesh
4)The western part of Rajasthan represents :
>Humid sub-tropical climate region
>Tropical wet and dry climate region
>Semi-arid climatic region
>sub-tropical dry climate region
Answer:

O

5)Which of the following places receives rainfall less than 20 cms:

.C

>Eastern Rajasthan
>Southern Gujrat
>Jammu and Kashmir
>Madhya Pradesh

A

Answer:
>Jammu and Kashmir
6)Northwesters or Kal Baishakhi give rainfall to:

A

S

>Goa
>West Bengal
>Rajasthan
>Punjab

H

Answer:
>West Bengal

M

>Semi-arid climatic region

7)The average annual rainfall experienced in the Rayilsema is about:

Q

U

>over 200 cm
>100-200 cm
>66-100 cm
>Below 60 cm
Answer:
>Below 60 cm

8)The retreading monsoons give rainfall to:
>Gujrat
>Maharashtra
>Goa
>Tamilnadu
Answer:
>Tamilnadu
9)Following are the characteristics of an area in India:
1. Hot and humid climate.
2.Annual rainfall 200 cm

O

M

3. Hill slopes up to an altitude of 1100 metres.
4. annual range of temperature 15oC to 30oc.
Which one among the following crops are you most likely to find in the area
described above ?

.C

>Mustard
>Cotton
>Pepper
>Virginia Tobacco

A

Answer:
>Pepper

S

10)Consider the following statements:
1.In the world the tropical deserts occur along the western margins of
continents within the trade wind belt.
2.In India, the East Himalayan region gets High rainfall from north-east winds.
Which of the statements give above is/are correct ?

H

A

>1 only
>2 only
>Both 1 and 2
>Neither 1 nor 2

U

Answer:
>1 only

11)Which one of the following is the wettest place in India:

Q

>Mahabaleshwar
>Cherrapunji
>Udhagamandalam
>Mawsynram
Answer:
>Mawsynram
12)The area with annual rainfall less than 50 cm in a year is:
>Meghalaya
>Leh in Kashmir
>Coromandel
>Konkan coast
Answer:
>Leh in Kashmir

O

>Assam
>West Bengal
>Tamil Nadu
>Orissa

M

13)The state having the highest rainfall by North East Monsoon is ?

.C

Answer:
>Tamil Nadu

14)Which one of the following places gets the least rainfall ?

S

A

>Bikaner
>Leh
>Jodhpur
>Jaisalmer

A

Answer:
>Jodhpur

H

15)Which one of the following causes rainfall in the north western parts of India
during winter Season?

U

>Cyclonic depression
>Retreating monsoon
>Western disturbances
>South west monsoon

Q

Answer:
>Western disturbances
16)The area with annual rainfall less than 50 cm in a year is:
>Meghalaya
>Leh in Kashmir
>Coromandel
>Konkan coast
Answer:
>Leh in Kashmir
17)The monsoon responsible for rains in Jharkhand is >North-east monsoon
>South-west monsoon
>Northwester

M

>None of the above

O

Answer:
>South-west monsoon

.C

18)Anritsar and Shimla are almost on the same altitude, but their climate
difference is due to:

A

>the difference in their altitudes
>their distance from sea
>snowfall in Shimla
>Pollution in amritsar

S

Answer:
>the difference in their altitudes

19)Which one among the following statements is correct ?

H

A

>In summer season, the duration of day is more in northern hemisphere
>In winter season, the duration of day is more in northern hemisphere
>In summer season, the duration of day is less in northern hemisphere
>In winter season, the duration of day is more in southern hemisphere

U

Answer:
>In summer season, the duration of day is more in northern hemisphere

Q

20)A devastating Cloud Burst swept over Leh on August 2010. Which one of the
following statements with regard to cloud burst is not correct ?
>Cloud Burst is a localized weather phenomenon representing highly
concentrated rainfall over a small area in a short duration of time
>Cloud Burst occurs due to upward movement of moisture-laden air with
sufficient rapidity to form cumulonimbus clouds
>Cloud Burst occurs only in hilly areas
>There is no satisfactory technique till now for predicting Cloud Burst
Answer:
>Cloud Burst occurs due to upward movement of moisture-laden air with
sufficient rapidity to form cumulonimbus clouds
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